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The Bosnian organisation Centar za Kulturu Dijaloga (CCD) organised a training program and competition about peer

violence for high school students and their teachers across the country from December 6 until December 8, 2013.

The teachers and students participated in a series of workshops to get basic knowledge about the subject and about

debate. The students were stimulated to not only stop engaging in bullying and other forms of peer, but also to

become an active force against it, while teachers were taught tools to stop peer violence when they witness it.

The activity brought together high school students and high school teachers from Banja Luka, Brčko, Ilijaš, East

Sarajevo, Kakanj, Mostar, Pale, Prijedor, Sarajevo, Srebrenik, Srbac, Tuzla and Zenica. Youth from across the

country got the opportunity to use debate methodology to draw attention to the problem of bullying and point out the

importance of cooperation between all interested parties to overcome the problem of bullying. The aim of the

training was to promote positive peer influence to combat the negative stereotype of youth only as the bullies and

show alternatives.

The debate competition in the program stimulated the participation of the students and gave them focus. The

competition dealt with a diverse set of issues: peer violence, prevention, social reintegration, recidivism, juvenile

delinquency, juvenile prison, correctional institutions, punishment, extracurricular activities, the Law on the

Protection and treatment of Children and juveniles in criminal proceedings. After three preliminary rounds, four

teams went on to the semifinals and two teams to the final. The debaters presented five-minute speeches about

prepared motions in the preliminary rounds, while the semifinal and final debates were given a few minutes before

they began. Those debates looked at the victim, their suffering and support.

While the prepared motions tested the debaters’ research skills, the impromptu motions tested their improvisation

and logical thinking skills. The teachers were present at judges and provided a cross-examination of all debaters

after their speeches. The three best speakers of the competition were: Ana Čavarkapa, student in Gimnazija Istočna

Ilidža; Kanita Krdžalić and Amra Mahmutović, students in Behram-begova medresa Tuzla. All participants learned the

power of words during the competition and how violence never is an answer. Debating showed them how there

were always different sides to an issue and that different positions had value. The results of the training were

captured in an anti-bullying video by the participating young people.

CCD has thereby contributed to the fight agains peer violence with this project. The training and competition were

organised as part of the project idebateEU. This is a cooperation project of IDEA Amsterdam, IDEA London and ten

IDEA members from all across Europe. The project aims to improve cooperation between IDEA and its members and

between members, sharing debate methodologies and organisational knowledge in the framework of common

activities on European topics. The project is made possible with support of the Europe for Citizens Programme of the

European Commission.
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